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Turtle beach ear force x12 headphones

The X12 User's Guide and Quick Start Guide are available for download here. You can also view the contents of the Quick Start Guide below. PACKAGE CONTENTS Ear Force X12 Headset with built-in amplifier (A) RCA Splitter cable (B) Xbox 360 Talkback Cable (C)* User's Guide (D) Turtle Beach Sticker (E) *For
best Xbox LIVE chat performance, use with official Microsoft Xbox 360 products. HEADSET CONTROLLER - AMPLIFIER Chat Volume external gaming volume external Xbox 360 Talkback Cable Jack Bass Boost Dial Mic Switch Mic LED Green - Mic On Red - Mic Muted XBOX SETUP XBOX 360 SETUP - HDMI
SETUP 1 **An Xbox 360 audio adapter is only required if the TV does not have RCA connectors with red/white AUDIO OUT, and if you use an HDMI cable to connect the game console to the TV. NOTE: AUDIO IN connectors do not emit sound to the headset. you need AUDIO OUT connectors. XBOX 360 SETUP -
XBOX 360 SETUP SETUP - Xbox 360 CHAT SETUP SETUP press the silver Xbox Guide button on your Xbox 360 controller. Go to Settings &gt;&gt; Settings &gt;&gt; Voice. Set the voice volume to 10. Set the game volume to 10. Set the voice output to Play Through Headset. PC CONNECTIONS PC SETUP 1. Right-
click the speaker icon on the taskbar and select Playback devices. 2. Right-click SPEAKERS and select Set as Default Device. 3. Click the Recordings tab, then right-click Microphone and select Set as Default Device. If you are talking into the microphone, you should see the green lines on the right move. 4. Click the OK
button at the bottom of the window to exit. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Turtle Beach Ear Force X12 Gaming Headset | TBS-2255-01 * Product and pricing data are obtained from third parties for informational purposes only. We strive to provide the right information, but are not responsible for
inaccuracies. Should you find fault, you can help us by reporting it here. General headphone microphone microphone operating mode remote control bass, dual volume, microphone on / mute Bass, dual volume, microphone on / mute Connections USB, Xbox AV input, headphones, microphone 4 pin USB Type A, Xbox
AV connector, mini-phone stereo 3.5 mm Miscellaneous 3.5 mm to RCAx2 adapter, Xbox 360 Controller chat cable Manufacturer Security Audio System Header Dimensions &amp;amp; Weight Service &amp; Support Service &amp; Support Details Manufacturer Voyetra Turtle Beach Sold and shipped by: Corn
ElectronicsContact Seller12,389 Ratings (81% Positive) Customer ServiceSatisfactory83.86% Show all seller reviews Today's best Turtle Beach Ear Force X12 dealsReTrak Utopia 360oX Virtual ... Plantronics RIG 4VR Gaming... Turtle Beach - Ear power x12... For a while, the name Turtle Beach was synonymous with
game headsets. A number of competitors have emerged over the years, but the recognizable palm logo still carries a lot of weight. Based on Turtle Beach Ear Force ($70), ($70), reputation is still well deserved. Ear Force X12 provides good sound at an affordable price, although the reliance on USB power is a significant
drawback. First thing first: Ear Force X12 looks cool. The large, plush earcups feature a winter camouflage pattern with the device's logo and model name, which is a refreshing change from the usual black look that most headphones offer. (Remember that we have reviewed the device's Arctic variant, if you want boring
old black, you can buy it too.) There is a good deal of padding on both the earcups and the inner headband. MORE: Best gaming headsetsØrekoppene themselves are well designed. They are large, but not exaggerated so, and are covered in a pleasant, breathable fabric. They should fit just about any ear size with
minimal fuss, and while the padding is slightly stiffer than plush, it still keeps them in one place without significant discomfort. The earcups also revolve, which should be a universal feature of game headsets, but surprisingly, it's not yet. Ear Force X12 has an unusual microphone. Most headphones have either a rigid
microphone or a flexible one, but this peripheral shares the difference. The microphone is located at the end of a flexible coil, but the coil itself is connected to a nub that rotates up and down. This makes adjusting the microphone a two-step process, but also gives users very nice control over where it ends up. While you



won't be able to control the fine details of bass and treble, the headset comes with a small hub that has convenient rings for game volume, chat volume and Bass Boost (that's what it sounds), and a button to mute the microphone. My only major complaint about ear force X12's design is its predominance of contacts.
Since there is no software, the headset is connected via standard 3.5mm audio and microphone jacks. However, you'll need to connect a USB cable to your computer or console as well, since Ear Force X12 requires a lot of power to work. The Ear Force X12 function set does not work extensively enough to require this
power level, complicating the setup. It also means that the headset is a no-go for phones and tablets.ComfortThanks to its soft, swivel earcups and plush headbands, the ear Force X12 is generally comfortable. I wore it for a few hours at the end, and it didn't push down too my ears or temples. One thing to note,
however, was that I felt a dull but constant pressure on my left cheek. It wasn't painful, but in a long-term game session it can be distracting. When I gave it to a colleague, he agreed to most things, even though he didn't feel the cheek pressure. He said the headset felt comfortable in general, but very stiff, especially
compared to some of the extremely flexible Logitech models we've reviewed. Gaming PerformanceI tested Ear Force X12 with both Titanfall and Assassin's Creed Unity to see well it would perform in both a competitive multiplayer title and a more cinematic action game. I had good results with both. Although the Ear
Force X12 doesn't have dedicated software or detailed smoothing options, it has the Bass Boost feature, where you can turn on a washer to adjust how much bass you hear. I found this incredibly useful in Titanfall, where the sound of explosions and trampling mech suits is a central part of both performance and
atmosphere. Assassin's Creed Unity also sounded good, but not superlatively so. The sound of singing in taverns, the murmuring of crowds and steel clashes in street-side sword fights all came through clearly. The microphone also sounded sharp when I tested a Skype chat with a colleague. I had to adjust it so that the
microphone wasn't too close to my mouth (it's more sensitive than it looks), but thanks to the flexible arm it was easy to do it. Music performanceThe first thing I noticed about listening to music on Ear Force X12 was that there is a small to noticeable background hiss, depending on how much you turn up the volume.
Although this has the potential to drive listeners to varying degrees of battiness, when the music starts, it is hardly a concern. MORE: Most expected GamesGaming headphones don't have a fantastic reputation when it comes to playing music, but Ear Force X12's designers did something very right. Music sounds rich
and vibrant, and the Bass Boost feature ensures you get an appropriate amount of vibrato for the genre. It's a beautiful balance between vocals and instruments. I listened to music from G.F. Handel, the Old Crow Medicine Show and Flogging Molly to give the headsets a good breadth of genres to test. I was really
pleased with how everything sounded, from the complex choral arrangements of the Messiah to the drifting Celtic rhythm of Salty Dog. The $70 Ear Force X12 is Turtle Beach's most popular headset, and it's easy to see why. It is relatively inexpensive, delivering good sound without many complications. On the whole, it
is comparable to steelseries Siberia v3: an affordable, well-designed headset that is a steadfast companion for both games and music. Both headsets work well at a low price, but the Ear Force X12 has a much longer cord and usually plays better with consoles. Those who love to adjust each last setting for a perfect
audio experience might want to spend a little more on a headset like the Corsair H2100 ($100) or steelseries Elite Prism ($200). For players who want to jump into the game with as little fuss as possible, Ear Force X12 is a respectable choice that won't put their bank account back too much. Best Gaming KeyboardsTop
Picks for Gaming MiceHot Gaming PCs to buy NowMarshall Honorof is a senior author for Tom's Guide. Contact him at mhonorof@tomsguide.com. Follow him @marshallhonorof. Follow us @tomsguide, onFacebook and beyond beste Turtle Beach Ear Force X12 tilbudReTrak Utopia 360oX Virtual ... Plantronics RIG
4VR Gaming... turtle strand - ørekraft x12... X12...
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